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Trail #123

White Elephant Christmas Trail
Holidays got ya down? Tired of braving the hordes
of last minute shoppers at the mall? Are you
exhausted of scouring the racks at Toys R Us for that
last elusive Hatchimal? Then come to the annual
PITT H3 White Elephant Christmas Trail.
Give your wrapped gift to Major Pecker at Sign-in
along with your $5. Santa’s magical sack of goodies
will somehow make its way to circle, where we will
celebrate the season of giving.
Remember it truly is better to give than to receive!

Upcumming Trails:
Thurs 1/5 @ 6:30 pm: PITT #124 @ Milestone Bar
Sun 1/8 @ 2 pm: PGH #1758 - Squirreleo & ICP
Thurs 1/12 @ 6:30 pm: FOOL MOON – IHOP & Beets
Sat 1/14 @ 2 pm: PGH #1759 - Tasty Muff & Whiff…
FAKE FREE BEER - PARTY AFTER TRAIL
Thurs 1/19 @ 6:30 pm: PITT #125 – Steph Infection &
Twerkin’ Overtime

TRAIL STATS:
RUN #: 123
MILES: 4.6

DATE: December 22, 2016
ATTENDANCE: 39 (25 M / 14 F)

START: Yesterday’s – Greenfield
TEMPERATURE: 35 degrees
HARES: Defender of Peedom, ManGurglar, Just Margot
Commemoratives: Curb Appeal – 50 trail patch
HashShit: Glitter Spitter
Visitors: Cuntput (Indyscent)
Naming: Just Margot is now E.T. Bone Home

Time for Naming!!
Just Margot ran her 5 trails and hared 1! She’s eligible
for a naming!! We questioned her connections with the
police, and discovered she has some questionable
extraterrestrial interests. As a result, Margot now and
forever will be known as “ET BONE HOME”

Drunk Dynasty crucifies Porn Again Christian

rail!
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Trail Review: By Tastes like Sushi (The Harriette formerly known as Sky)
It was my first trail back in town since 3 months, although knowing hashing in pgh is usually a greater
adventure with shiggy trails and fun eccentric people, the white elephant Christmas trail still managed to
surprise me.
We gathered at yesterday’s bar and grill which is owned by one of the hasher Jenna (Ed. Note: Legitimate
Grape), the moment I entered the bar I was thrilled by the cheering holiday decoration and of course the
piled up gifts on the table. It was a huge turn up, I guess people are bored staying at home drinking eggnog
for holiday season. We hit the road after a few chitchats. The trail started on the flat part of the streets, and
then we encountered some classic escalating hills which is killing our knees but still more interesting than
running on the flat concrete city roads.
As we continue running/gasping heavily/dying on the quiet greenfield avenue, passing by numerous houses
decorated by inflatable animals, twinkling star projections, funkily cut trees. About one and a half miles run,
we arrived at the first beer check which is behind a car wash, with a whole view of the great steel city.
Looking down from hills, the city looked really lit (Ed. Note: #lit). We passed by a playground and we had to
crawl into a tiny opening of the wire fence to get on the true trail. And we ran into the woods with annoying
twig and slippery mud ground, we had our second beer check there. The beer check was neat with a view
overlooking Hazelwood and the new Uber test site.
Off we went to the squirrel hill, after unsuccessfully attempt to ran the shortcut, a bunch of us got lost, so
we were running back and forth to find the last chalk mark, finally after a loop, we heard someone yelling
“on-on”, so we found the pack, yay! The circle was on the lump of the woods beside the road, we named the
hare: Just Margot there and exchanged gifts, the hashers who were called on to the accusations, got to pick
the gift first. Such a good idea to have gifts exchanged in circle, cause at the end of the trail, we were all
frozen to death and need the motivation to stick around. Some hashers got teddy bear and some got dildo
shaped squirt gun. Those who were not content about their gifts exchanged/stealed from other hashers. The
final bar was just a few steps away from the circle, we stayed there mingled and drank more.
It’s always good to be home, thanks you guys for hosting such a memorable trail!

Hashers on Trail #123
Any Cock'll Do
Beets the Shit Outta Me
Cock in a Net
Cock Smitten
Cox Stroker
Cuffed & Battered
Cuntput (Indyscent)
Cuntscaper
Curb Appeal
Death Marshall

Defender of Peedom
Diaper Dan
Double Stuffed
Drug Runner
Drunk Dynasty
ET Bone Home
Fantastic Foreskin
Fuk Stik
Gaggle Cock
Gay Horse Dancer

Glitter Spitter
Heart On
ICP (Idiotic Cat Poser)
Just Jeff
Just Joanna
Just Peyton
Just Sky
Kunt Fu Weasel
Major Pecker
Man Gurglar
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Noah
Porn Again Christian
Scrum Guzzler
Shameless Cussy
Spermit
The Black Clap
Tight Embouchure
Triple Dipple
Urethra Franklin
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ICP’s BBQ tips and tricks
This actually doesn’t have anything to do with BBQ but I should have your attention now, if
not keep reading anyway. We still need names for the trail lottery, what is the trail lottery
you say? Only the super coolest idea ever! The idea is simple, if you want to participate in
the lottery simply message Major or myself or tell us at an upcoming trail and we will put
your name down. Now what does that mean for you? Well we will be drawing names out of
a hat at some point in the near, near future to pair hares together to lay a trail. We will not
be picking the date for said trail or planning anything other than getting forks together
randomly to lay a trail. The idea is to get to people who haven’t laid a trail together and have
a good time, or a terrible time whatever, that’s up to you! The idea is to pair 2-3 peeps
together depending on how many forks we got, if all new boots get paired together we may
pick another name out and try to get them with someone with more experience. Tip for BBQ,
use fire!
Major Pecker: 732.757.9241
ICP: 412.414.7365

Visitor, Cuntput finds some pretty
ladies, CuntScaper & Lips to get his
picture with on trail.

Lips of Steel. Also known as Urethra
Franklin with the hash shit.
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